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ABSTRACT

Demand Response (DR) describes the set of actions taken to impose a reduction in electrical
loads to stabilize the power grid and decrease costs. It is used when power grid emergencies or
extremely high demand and congestion, threaten the electricity supply-demand balance.
Automated Demand Response (ADR) describes a web-based control system that triggers DR
events automatically by signaling other pre-programmed control systems. This project intends to
use the OpenADR2.0 specifications provided by the OpenADR Alliance to construct an open
source Virtual End Node (VEN) client to retrieve DR signals. The Simple Measurement and
Actuation Profile (sMAP) software is also used for external monitoring of demand. An
eBox3350MX-AP was used as the sMAP server and was successful at publishing graphical data
online using an existing web server supplied by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Initial
open source code for the VEN was provided online by EnerNOC which allowed for the
generation of Java classes from the (eXtensible Markup Language) XML schema, and a unit test
proving that the packets could be customized and sent over (eXtensible Message and Presence
Protocol) XMPP using the Smack API. This was extended upon with the development of a Java
application that would enable full automation in handling payloads, and full user control of a
simple Virtual Top Node (VTN) server that would test the VEN‟s functionality. Results
displayed success with respect to the target objectives. This project could allow for further open
source collaboration and ease of deployment of a VEN for anyone to use, and thus making
demand response user friendly and more common among all levels of infrastructure.
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DISCLAIMER STATEMENT

This university makes it clear that the information forwarded herewith is a project resulting from
a class assignment and has been graded and accepted only as a fulfillment of a course
requirement. Acceptance by the university does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any
use of the information in this report is made by the user(s) at his/her own risk, which may
include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws.
Therefore, the recipient and/or user of the information contained in this report agrees to
indemnify, defend and save harmless the State its officers, agents, and employees from any and
all claims and losses accruing or resulting to any person, firm, or corporation who may be injured
or damaged as a result of the use of this report.
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INTRODUCTION

Demand Response (DR) describes the set of actions taken to impose a reduction in electrical
loads to stabilize the power grid and decrease costs. It is used when power grid emergencies or
extremely high demand and congestion, threaten the electricity supply-demand balance and/or
market conditions cause the cost of electricity to increase (time-based/dynamic pricing). DR
programs and tariffs are designed to improve grid reliability and decrease electricity use during
peak demand periods, thus reducing total system costs. Strategy goals for DR include demand
shedding, demand shifting, and increased energy efficiency in end usage devices.
During the California electricity crisis in 2000 and 2001, numerous large scale rolling blackouts
and the collapse of Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) Company and nearly Southern California
Edison occurred due to shortage of supply (Sweeney, 2002). In July 29, 2005, the Energy Policy
Act was passed by the United States Congress and signed into law with the purpose of
countering the nation‟s growing energy problems. The Secretary of Energy was to submit to
Congress a solution with regards to the benefits of DR.
The Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) technology describes the specification
standard for communication transmission between the utility or Independent System Operator
(ISO) to the Energy Management Control System (EMCS) located on the consumer side i.e. a
data communications model. Typically, upon receiving the signal, a data gateway or Client Logic
Integrated Relay (CLIR) box may be used. OpenADR is fully automated, and uses the public
Internet via XML (eXtensible Markup Language) to communicate demand response event
signals that initiate reductions or shifts in electric load aggregation concerning
commercial/industrial buildings. Demand is monitored by the EMCS and returned to a top node
server known as the Demand Response Automation Server (DRAS) via closed loop feedback
system. The demand savings data is calculated by subtracting the baseline model from the actual
demand.
AutoGrid in conjunction with Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Columbia University,
will design and demonstrate automated control software that helps manage real-time demand for
energy across the electric grid known as the Demand Response Optimization and Management
System - Real-Time (DROMS-RT). DROMS-RT has received OpenADR2.0a certification and it
is viable to connect a Virtual End Node (VEN) device to interact with it. The goal of this project
is to (1) set up metering devices to extract physical information that reflects real time demand,
(2) enable easy remote monitoring of demand using the Simple Measurement and Actuation
Profile (sMAP) software, and (3) develop a simple VEN as a foundation for future open source
collaboration and proof of concept.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Attempts at implementing DR across different facility types have been attempted throughout
recent years and valuable information has resulted from the studies. In May 22, 2007, a study
was done in accordance to Commercial Building Control Strategies and Techniques for Demand
Response (Motegi, 2007). Many electric utilities explored the use of critical peak pricing (CPP)
and other demand response programs to help reduce summer peaks in customer electric loads.
The report established and identified needs among building operators for knowledge in using DR
strategies in their buildings such that DR implementation can be either manual or automated.
Twenty-eight non-residential buildings located mostly in California, the rest being in New York,
were the sites used for the study. Most of the buildings were office buildings and participated in
fully automated DR field tests.
To give a brief DR Strategy overview, HVAC Systems, Lighting Systems, and Miscellaneous
Equipment were targeted, with HVAC being the primary contributor to overall electric load
usage. Some HVAC strategy details include Global Temperature Adjustment (GTA), Passive
thermal mass storage to take advantage of the thermal flywheel effect, Duct Static Pressure
(DSP) setpoint deduction to reduce fan power, and Fan Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) limit to
decrease fan power if DSP setpoints are high.
Three important conclusions were made in the report:
(1) The goal of DR strategies is to meet electric demand savings targets while minimizing
negative impacts on the occupants or the processes that they perform.
(2) HVAC systems can be an excellent resource for DR shed savings because they create a
substantial electric load in commercial buildings, a thermal flywheel effect of indoor
environments allows HVAC systems to be temporarily unloaded without immediate impact
to the building occupants, and it is common for HVAC systems to be at least partially
automated with an EMCS.
(3) For HVAC DR strategies, global temperature adjustment of zones is the priority strategy
that best achieves the DR goal.
In March 2010, a project demonstrating Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) was
done (Kiliccote, 2010). This project tested the OpenADR communications technology to reduce
peak demands in commercial buildings located in Seattle during summer and winter. Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory performed this demonstration for the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA), in the Seattle City Light (SCL) service territory at five sites: Seattle
Municipal Tower, Seattle University, McKinstry, and two Target stores.
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The Demand Response Research Center (DRRC) has been working with California utilities to
develop a low-cost automation infrastructure to improve DR capability, evaluate the readiness of
building to receive price and reliability signals, and asses control capabilities of current and
future buildings. The levels of DR automation are defined as
(1) Manual Demand Response – a labor –intensive approach e.g. manually turning off or
changing setpoints of systems to achieve DR shed or shift,
(2) Semi-Automated Demand Response – involves a preprogrammed DR strategy initiated
by a person via a centralized control system,
(3) Fully Automated Demand Response – does not involve human intervention and is
initiated by an external communications signal. The receipt of the external signal that starts
preprogrammed DR strategies is known as Auto-DR.
OpenADR refers to an open, secure, bi-directional data exchange model that is used to
implement Auto-DR by establishing price and reliability signals for DR applications and then
sent to client control systems for a DR event. Figure 1 shows the OpenADR architecture with the
host being the DRAS and the clients being either the CLIR or gateway. The DR strategies are
preprogrammed into the EMCS.

Figure 1. OpenADR architecture (from “Kiliccote, S., M.A. Piette, J. Dudley. 2010”).
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The steps in the OpenADR implementation involve the following:
(1) DRAS operator issues a DR event
(2) DR event is published on the DRAS
(3) DRAS clients (CLIR or web service) request event data from the DRAS every minute
(4) Customized preprogrammed DR strategies determine action based on event price/mode
(5) Facility EMCS carries out load reduction based on DR event signals and strategies
Each facility‟s EMCS vendor was hired to program the load-sheds desired in response to a rise in
price signal. LBNL oversaw this activity and coordinated with Akuacom who provided the
controls technology.
OpenADR is a technology platform that enables the automation of DR in an open and
interoperable manner. Implementation of OpenADR is expected to become less expensive over
time as it develops through the National Institute of Standards and Technology process, more
utilities adopt it, and more building controls companies develop products for it. Systems using
OpenADR can be used effectively for both winter and summer DR in commercial buildings.
HVAC and lighting systems continue to be valid DR opportunities. More detailed information
about the OpenADR profile, written by the OpenADR Alliance, can be found in Appendix A.
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PROCEDURES AND METHODS

Computing Platform. The Virtual End Node (VEN) and (Simple Measurement and Actuation
Profile) sMAP server hardware consists of a DMP Electronics, eBox 3350MX-AP shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3 (see URL listed under References, “DMP Electronics Inc.” for technical
specifications and user manual). The eBox dimensions are a compact 95 x 95 x 20 mm. Primary
features include a PMX-1000 Vortex86 32-bit System on a Chip (SoC) for its CPU (Figure 4),
American Megatrends Inc. (AMI) BIOS, and system onboard RAM of 512MB DDR2. For I/O,
there is 1 SD card slot to act as non-volatile flash memory storage, 3 USB v2.0 ports, and 1 RJ45 Ethernet Connector. For display, 1 VGA port exists connecting to the integrated graphics
chip. Power requirement is +5V DC at 2 amps. The CPU implements the i586 architecture and so
code intended for the i686 may fail due to the lack of a low level Conditional Move (CMOV)
instruction. For example, if Ubuntu Linux is the operating system to be installed on the device,
any version above 10.04 will not successfully install. Information on installing Ubuntu Linux
10.04 can be found on the RoboSavvy Forum (see References, “RoboSavvy Forum” for URL).
For this report, the Linux distribution used will be a stripped down version of Debian Squeeze
6.0.6 which uses the same package management software that Ubuntu uses, and, of course, the
terminal command line functions in the same manner as any other Unix based operating system.

Figure 2. Ebox front and back views (from “eBox 3350MX”).
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Figure 3. Size scaling compared to mouse (from “RoboSavvy UK Store”).

Figure 4: eBox internal displaying the Vortex86 SoC (from “RoboSavvy UK Store”).
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Metering Hardware. The metering hardware used was the (The Energy Detective) TED 5000
(Figure 5). Specific installation instructions and required downloads for the Footprints web
application software can be found on the TED website URL located in References, “TED
Support”. Install documentation can also be found in Appendix C. The components included
were the current transformers (CTs), the measuring transmitting unit (MTU), power cable for
MTU, Gateway, and Ethernet cable. The CTs, MTU, and the power cable were connected within
the breaker panel.

Figure 5. TED 5000 (from “TED 5000-G Home Electricity Monitor”).

The CT‟s were clipped around both incoming 120/240 V power lines. The red polarity dots on
the CT‟s faced the direction of current i.e. towards the main breaker (Figure 6). The TED power
cable Molex connector and the CT‟s were connected to the MTU. A picture of the power cable is
shown in Figure 7. On the other end of the power cable were three leads – (1) the white lead
connected to the neutral bus, (2) the black lead connected to a 15/20/30 amp breaker, and (3) the
red lead was capped for overall increased signal strength.
The TED gateway was plugged into a 120 VAC outlet (Figure 8). It is important to note that the
Gateway cannot be plugged into an outlet that is connected in parallel to any other electronic
equipment i.e. do not connect the Gateway to a power strip with other electronics connected to it.
Afterwards, the Ethernet cord was connected from the TED gateway to the router that is hosting
the WLAN.
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Figure 6. CT installation with red polarity dots facing the direction of current (from Appendix B
documentation).

Figure 7. MTU power cable (from Appendix B documentation).
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Figure 8. TED Gateway plugged into a 120 V outlet (from Appendix B documentation).

Next step was to download and execute the installation software that enabled the TED Footprints
software to display itself as a web application frontend locally on the network only (Figure 9),
(see References, “TED Support” for download URL). The installation software searches for
existing TED devices on the network and displays the associated local IP address to any TED
gateways. The IP address can be entered into the address bar of a browser for internal access of
the application GUI. The MTU product ID was inputted into the Footprints application to create
the link between the MTU collecting the data and Footprints which displays the data.

Figure 9. Footprints web application displayed on browser.
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With the TED, power consumption can be monitored, graphed, or exported as a csv file locally
on the wireless network for data analysis (Figure 10, Figure 11).

Figure 10. Graphing of real time power and voltage, 24 hour sample.

Figure 11. Exported data as csv file.
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Simple Measurement and Actuation Profile (sMAP). The next step is to push the electrical
data to a remote web server that would publish the data on the internet for remote monitoring.
The way this was done was through an existing web server hosted by Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL) which would consume data on the backend from an sMAP server
that serves data collected from the meter. The primary machine used as the sMAP server was the
eBox (see Computing Platform in the above section).
The sMAP software specifies a protocol to be used that allows for the exposure of time-series
sensor data (Dawson-Haggerty). Specific information for installation, concepts, and utilization of
sMAP can be found at the URL listed under References, “Dawson-Haggerty.” sMAP performs
its functions using its built-in library of free and open drivers that help communicate with
devices using native protocols and transforming it to the sMAP profile. Along with the exposure
of the physical data, sMAP allows for the tagging of contents via metadata as to describe what
each tuple represents (Figure 12). Each time series tuple in sMAP is identified by 32
hexadecimal characters called a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID). Figure 12 also displays
the core model of how sMAP groups objects in which the data can be organized by the user as a
collection (a collection of sensors perhaps) and within that collection are multiple timeseries data
retrieved from 0 to n sensors. An sMAP source describes the connection to existing
instrumentation and the provision of tools for exposing the data over http/sMAP.

Figure 12. Collections and timeseries model (from “Dawson-Haggerty, S. sMAP 2.0 documentation”).

The installation of sMAP was done on the eBox as well as on a separate laptop used to test and
understand sMAP prior to the sMAP installation on the eBox. The installed operating systems on
both machines were Debian Squeeze 6.0.6 and Ubuntu Linux 12.10 respectively. Installation of
the sMAP server was done over the terminal using the following commands:
1. Install the following dependencies using the Advanced Packaging Tool (apt) software
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$ apt-get install python python-zope.interface python-twisted python-dateutil pythonbeautifulesoup
2. Use pip to install configobj and avro
$ apt-get install python-pip
$ pip install configobj avro
3. Checkout the repository from Subversion (for this example, the repo was cloned to the
desktop)
$ cd ~/Desktop
$ svn checkout http://smap-data.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/ smap-data-read-only
$ cd smap-data-read-only/python
$ python setup.py install
4. Install monit
$ apt-get install monit
After installation, a configuration file is needed. Configuration files in sMAP use the .ini file
extension and specify what type of sMAP source or driver is desired from the user. The
configuration file syntax follows a resource tree hierarchy that exports a collection, timeseries, or
a driver with any metadata tags added. Each level in the resource tree hierarchy is separated by a
„/‟. Continuing on from step 4, the following procedure was done:
5. Create a configuration file in the smap-data-read-only/conf directory
$ vim ted2xml.ini
6. Since the TED uses XML (eXtensible Markup Language) documents to formulate its readings,
what was used was an eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transform (xslt) to transform the data
into an sMAP-XML which was then passed in as an argument to the driver source code. Also
needed was a port to host from, report delivery location, and Uri of where the sMAP source
retrieves its data (i.e. the IP address of the TED device). Transform schema to be used is
provided in the repository as ted5000.xsl located in the smap-data-read-only/xslt directory
Contents within the ted2xml.ini:
[server]
Port = 8079
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[/]
type = Collection
uuid = <perform the “uuid” command in the terminal to retrieve an arbitrary uuid and
copy paste it here>
Metadata/SourceName = Arpa-E TED data (imote15)
[/HOME]
type = smap.drivers.xslt.XMLDriver
Uri = http://192.168.0.17/LiveData.xml
Xslt = /home/user/Desktop/smap-data-read-only/xslt/ted5000.xsl
Timeformat = %m-%d-%yT%H:%M
Timezone = America/Los_Angeles
Rate = 60
[report 0]
ReportDeliveryLocation = http://mels1.lbl.gov/backend/add/<web api key>

7. Create a service from the sMAP source
$ smap-monitize –u <username> -f ted2xml.ini
8. Start service with monitoring enabled
$ monit start ted2xml
9. Sanity checking of sMAP server functionality by consuming the source using the curl
command
$ curl http://localhost:8079/data/+ | jprint
The last command in step 9 prints the readings in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. If
the server is correctly running on the given port then consuming the source should return a
printout of the data being sent to the report delivery location. The JSON printout should be with
respect to the resource tree specified in the earlier configuration file. In the case of accidental
shutdown of the eBox, some of the steps above were automated on boot up using the .bashrc
script located within the home directory.
TED Relationship with eBox as sMAP Server. This section describes the overall layout of the
sMAP server setup and the TED setup. The flowchart in Figure 13 displays the direction the
physical information gathered by the TED is being pushed towards. Figure 14 shows how the
actual hardware connection looks like with respect to the eBox and the router.
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Figure 13. Flowchart of electrical data.

WLAN 1 above is the Wireless Local Area Network belonging to the site of the consumer.
WLAN 2 is the Wireless Local Area Network belonging to LBNL where the web server hosts
the data retrieved on the backend.
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Figure 14. Hardware connection router to eBox.

OpenADR2.0a VEN – Initial Java Implementation. OpenADR2.0a describes a standardized
communication model that is intended to be implemented by fully automated DR and is designed
for feasible application across all spectrums of infrastructure. Under a simple bi-directional
model, two nodes exist – a Virtual Top Node (VTN) and a Virtual End Node (VEN). The
OpenADR2.0a standard specifies under a push model that a VTN is to send an
oadrDistributeEvent payload to the VEN, and if the VTN requires a response, then the VEN
responds by sending an oadrCreatedEvent payload to the VTN and thus confirming the creation
of a DR event (Figure 15). The complete OpenADR2.0a specifications are located in Appendix
A and are also downloadable on the OpenADR Alliance website along with the XML schema
(for the URL, see References, “OpenADR Alliance”). For the scope of this project, the sMAP
server is entirely separate from the VEN software for ease of troubleshooting in future cases, but
in reality, may be implemented using the same machine.
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Figure 15. OpenADR2.0a push pattern.

For this project, EnerNOC has released open source code for a Virtual Top Node (VTN) server
and a Virtual End Node (VEN) client that follows the OpenADR2.0 specifications (EnerNOC).
The scope of the project focused on the VEN and thus built upon EnerNOC‟s VEN open source
code which used the XMPP (eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) transport protocol to
transmit XML data packets at low latencies.
The Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) was used for software development
(Figure 16). Several Eclipse extension plugins were needed for the OpenADR2.0a VEN
repository (oadr2-ven) to function properly:
(1) Apache Maven integration into Eclipse (m2e) using this software site added under Eclipse,
“Install New Software” (Figure 17):
http://download.eclipse.org/technology/m2e/releases
(2) The m2e extension for JAXB2 (Java Architecture for XML Binding) using this software site
added under Eclipse, “Install New Software” (Figure 17):
http://bitstrings.github.com/m2e-connectors-p2/releases/
For build management, Apache Maven was used to isolate goals with respect to each phase of
the lifecycle as well as supplying the necessary dependencies within scope. For example, during
the compile phase, the JAXB libraries need to be seen on the build path, for the unit tests to pass,
and therefore, Maven enables that to happen.
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Figure 16. Eclipse IDE User Interface.

Figure 17. Eclipse – “Install New Software”.

Git was used for version control and was downloaded using Ubuntu‟s apt-get command within
the terminal:
$ apt-get install git
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Next, the original oadr2-ven repository was cloned from https://github.com/enernoc/oadr2-ven to
the directory of the Eclipse workspace:
$ git clone https://github.com/EnerNOC/oadr2-ven.git
oadr2-ven was imported into Eclipse and visible within the package explorer on the left side of
the UI. After importing, there were two modules nested underneath the parent project: (1) oadr2model, and (2) oadr2-xmpp. Verification of the project‟s functionality was done through the
terminal using the mvn command and setting of system properties:
$ mvn test –Dxmpp-username=“<username@gmail.com>”
-Dxmpp-pass=“<your_password>” -Dsmack.debugEnabled=true
The tests were done using the Junit4 API (Application Programming Interface) and resulted as
passing. Essentially, the first test was located within the oadr2-model module which verified if
the generated classes created the desired XML structure with the desired data contained within
an instance of the payload object. The next test was located within the oadr2-xmpp module
which tested if the serialized objects could be passed as a customized IQ (Info/Query) packet
with payload packet extension using the Smack API.
OpenADR2.0a VEN – Payload Objects. There are two payload objects of significance that
are transmitted between the VTN and VEN: (1) the oadrDistributeEvent payload and (2) the
oadrCreatedEvent payload. A Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagram for the
oadrDistributeEvent payload is shown in Figure 18 and a UML for the oadrCreatedEvent
payload is shown in Figure 19.
A separate module was created called oadr2-app under the package name of
org.enernoc.open.oadr2.app. Using the generated classes and methods, a payload factory was
developed that would control the instantiation of payload objects. This class was called
OadrPayloadFactory. The class contains 5 private instance variables which can be accessed via
get/set methods. Two other public methods are (1) createEventPayload() which returns an
OadrDistributeEvent instance and (2) createResponsePayload(OadrDistributeEvent ode) which
returns an OadrCreatedEvent instance after having an OadrDistributeEvent object passed in as an
argument. A single private method exists which supports the creation of an OadrEvent that is
aggregated underneath an OadrDistributeEvent object (see Figure 18).
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Figure 18. oadrDistributeEvent UML.

Figure 19. oadrCreatedEvent UML.
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OpenADR2.0a VEN – Java Application. The oadr2-app module was designed to contain the
main java application and uses the Smack API to extend what was done in the oadr2-xmpp
module. The application was to enable two computers (M1 and M2) on separate networks to
create a socket connection to an XMPP server. In this case, Google‟s XMPP servers hosted the
connection.
Two Jabber Identifications (JID‟s) were created through Gmail accounts – (1)
openadrvtntest@gmail.com which would be connected to on M1 as the VTN and (2)
openadrventest@gmail.com which would be connected to on M2 as the VEN. M1 is to send an
oadrDistributeEvent payload to M2 under user control while M2 parses the payload and returns
an oadrCreatedEvent payload to M1 automatically if a response is required from the VTN. M1
parses the oadrCreatedEvent payload and closes the sequence of operations.

Figure 20. Sequence diagram of M1 and M2.

Another class located within the oadr2-app module was to be the XMPP connection handler –
ConnHandler. Essentially, ConnHandler was to control connection, disconnection, retrieval and
displaying of the roster with the full JID, and an abstract level of creating the IQ packet,
therefore creating cleaner code separation and easier interfacing with Smack from the client class
application.
The client class, OadrApp, was to call methods from both the OadrPayloadFactory and
ConnHandler to perform sending and receiving of payloads shown in Figure 20 with user control
of both the VTN and VEN nodes. The overall layout of the oadr2-app module is shown below in
Figure 21. The user only directly interacts with OadrApp.java which contains the main thread.
All other classes within the source folder are utilized by the OadrApp client class. The Smack
library is utilized by ConnHandler as an abstract level for code separation, controlled interaction,
and possible debugging.
20

Figure 21. Overall framework of the oadr2-app module.
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RESULTS

This section outlines the key results of the sMAP server using the eBox and the OpenADR2.0
VEN application. Key results include the available graphical plots online produced by the sMAP
server and the ease of deployment and usage of the OpenADR2.0 VEN software.
sMAP Server. Deployment of sMAP from the eBox was relatively simple considering that the
remote web server was already in existence. The real time apartment electrical data can be
viewed on the frontend as graphical data (Figure 22). The data can also be downloaded as a csv
file. The link for viewing online is http://mels1.lbl.gov/plot/. The stream path is
Arpa-E TED data (imote15)/HOME/Power/MTU1/KVA

Figure 22. sMAP web frontend.

OpenADR2.0 VEN. The code is open source and can be downloaded from
https://github.com/solstice333/oadr. Three modules exist underneath the parent project – (1)
oadr2-model, (2) oadr2-xmpp, and (3) oadr2-app. Deployment of the OpenADR2 application is
simple and requires that the user has a Linux operating system.
Two shell scripts were designed to handle setup and running the program. When the setup script
is ran, the package is built using Maven and the dependencies are downloaded and placed within
the target directory so that when the run script is executed, the dependencies are seen on the
classpath. Thus it is as simple as running the setup script first and then the run script second.
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The program application is ran through the command line and asks for the user‟s Gmail
username (JID), user‟s password, and whether the user intends to use the machine as a VTN or
VEN (Figure 23). If VTN is selected, then the roster appears and the user can choose to send an
oadrDistributeEvent payload to the intended target. Monitoring of the packets sent and received
is shown on the Smack debugger window. VTN functionality is strictly for testing purposes of
the VEN and is regarded as a “simple VTN.” If VEN is selected, then it simply listens in for
oadrDistributeEvent packets and outputs information parsed from the packets as to verify
information that is sent. Afterwards, it creates an oadrCreatedEvent based on the information of
the oadrDistributeEvent, and sends the oadrCreatedEvent to whomever it received the
oadrDistributeEvent from.

Figure 23. Smack debugger (left), OpenADR2.0 application (right) ran through Eclipse.
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DISCUSSION

The results for both the sMAP server and the VEN client were successful. However, there were a
few complications during the procedure that made the process slightly difficult which this
discussion covers.
sMAP Server. For sMAP, Monit uses a shell script to run an event driven networking engine
called Twisted. It seemed that Monit had some issues when trying to start sMAP Twisted
applications for some time after the mels1 web server was moved. The monit command was
executed, and yet data was not received on the backend of the mels1 server. Therefore, the
Twisted application was started manually through the terminal using the following command
from the parent directory of the sMAP repository:
$ twistd -n smap conf/ted2xml.ini
It is unknown exactly what was causing the problem. However, the steps that were taken were
(1) Shutting down the computer,
(2) After an hour of taking a break, Ubuntu was rebooted,
(3) Re-execute Monit.
After step 3, Monit was working again.
OpenADR2.0 VEN. For the VEN client, there were a few complications with using Eclipse
and its Maven plugin. The oadr2-ven repository was tested on two different machines (M1 and
M2). On the package explorer of Eclipse for M1, no build path errors were found. On the
package explorer of Eclipse for M2, build path errors were found, although when the build path
was double checked on the Maven dependency list, it was confirmed as valid and the program
functioned as expected. Both versions of Eclipse on M1 and M2 were identical and had the same
plugin installed.
There also seems to be a bug in Eclipse‟s Maven plugin that when the “clean” goal is ran on a
Maven project‟s run configuration followed by the “package” goal, modules listed underneath
another module‟s dependency list aren‟t seen on the build path (i.e. a transitivity issue). It is
suggested to try to refresh the package explorer, but if that does not work, and alternate solution
is to start where the red underlined errors on Eclipse are shown, travel up the call stack and go to
the class that contains the called method that is underlined in red, edit the file and undo that edit,
then save that file.
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There are conflicts when git projects are stored inside cloud storage such as Dropbox. The
solution to this is to simply store the git project as a local repository outside of Dropbox and
frequently commit and push to the remote repository every time a new version is created.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The OpenADR2.0 VEN code is all open source for anyone who wants to use the code for their
own project. Collaboration is encouraged and feedback is welcome. The project is currently
being extended to include further functionality in regards to what is expected based on the
OpenADR Alliance specifications.
Raspberry Pi GPIO. Plans to move the computing platform to the Raspberry Pi have already
taken place (Figure 24).

Figure 24. Raspberry Pi, GPIO pins shown on the top left corner (from “300px-RaspberryPi.jpg”).

The goal is to make use of the General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins to model and actuate
what happens when an IQ packet is received at the end node and triggers an event. There are
multiple ways to implement this. A few ideas have been to utilize the file handles located in
/sys/class/gpio which, in theory, can act as a driver when certain ASCII values are written to file.
Another way could be to use the Pi4J API which is currently still under development, but is
claimed to be reasonably stable (The Pi4J Project). Lastly, there are possibilities to use Python,
however, it is recommended that the project stay purely implemented in Java for consistency and
ease of use.
OpenADR2.0 VEN Application – Priority Queue. There are plans to include a priority queue
algorithm that will order events based on time and post it on the server. When the event is “true”
for example, a signal is relayed to the Raspberry Pi GPIO file handles and triggers an LED to
confirm the test. Once the event is over and is “false”, then the LED turns off until the next event
becomes active on the priority queue.
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